
YLHS Track & Field Uniform Policy

The YLHS Track & Field Uniform Policy requires each athlete to wear the YLHS T&F
uniform for both invitational and meet competitions. If the athlete wishes to wear any
visible undergarments, those must be black. The athletes are not required to wear any
specific warm-up clothing during competition, although we do expect the clothing’s
graphics and verbiage to be appropriate in reflecting a positive YLHS team and school
spirit.

Since the T&F uniform garments are close and personally fitting for both the uniform’s
top and shorts, our policy follows in accordance with many other YLHS sports.  Some of
the other YLHS sports that have instituted a "purchase uniform policy" are Volleyball,
Cheer, Swim, and Water-Polo. This is based upon the fact that the shorts have a personal
body liner, and the tops are closely fitted to the armpits and across the chest.

Background information:

The YLHS Track & Field program does not own nor purchase uniforms for all of the
Track & Field athletes, since the school district did not fund nor provide uniforms to
Track & Field in the school’s inaugural year.

With the large number of Track & Field athletes (140+) in the program, the T&F Booster
Club does not have the financial means to provide uniforms for each athlete, so it is
necessary that each athlete on the team purchase their own personal uniform.  If the
purchase of a uniform is not financially feasible by the athlete (and his family), we do
have a limited number of used uniforms that can be borrowed and must be returned clean
and in good condition at the end of the season.

Exchange, Return, and Refund Policy:

Once you have received your uniform, the athlete is encouraged to try it on for comfort
and fit (suitable for the track or field event he/she participates in.)  If an exchange of the
size is desired, please let us know within 5 working days and we will do our best to
accommodate this exchange. Sorry, but we are unable to provide an exchange if the
uniform has been worn or washed.

Returns or refunds for the uniform will only be done if the uniform has not been worn nor
washed, and the athlete has officially dropped Track & Field from their student schedule.


